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BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS

Jest
Humor in the digital age
Comedy Central — Viacom
Reasoning behind the title and how it reflects/enhances the brand of the sponsor.

Viacom describes Comedy Central as a network that is as innovative, irreverent, clever and smart as its audience,
so of course our publication must be as well. We chose Jest because it embodies the clever witticism of the
Comedy Central audience and programming. Common words and expressions like “laugh” and “joke” hardly
encapsulate all of the facets of the modern comedy world and have lost a lot of their meaning to daily use. But
“jest” maintains its impact and covers everything from stand-up comedy to satiric programming like “South Park”
and “The Colbert Report.” While everything featured on Comedy Central may not necessarily be a joke, most
everything, even critiques, are said in jest.
Business Model Canvas
Key Partners
Viacom
Comedy Central

Key Activities
Platform
management

Value Propositions
Print

Customer
Relationships

Customer
Segments
Print

Provides comedy-specific
content

Digital

Provides exclusive behindthe-scenes content

Advertisers
Sponsors

Digital
Combines digital, print, and
TV content
Knowledgeable, comedic
content
Key Resources
Jest Platform

Channels

Advertisers
Targets a comedy-specific
audience

Interactive tablet
magazine

Assures audience’s confidence
in products

Micromedia —
Twitter

Sponsors
Provides an additional
medium to distribute content

Picture-based
medias — Reddit,
Tumblr

Features network shows &
comedians
Introduces up-and-coming
performers

Cost Structures
Paying to manage that platform

Revenue Streams
Advertising Sales
Newsstand Sales
Subscriptions
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Sponsor Research

Humor fans everywhere know the mantra of Viacom’s comedy powerhouse—
“Comedy Central is comedy.” And of course, being the only all-comedy network,
that mantra rings true. Comedy Central provides their fan base 24-hour access
to original, provocative programming, stand-up and sketch comedy, all in one
location. Its innovative, irreverent programming features Emmy and Peabody
Award-winning series “The Daily Show with Jon Stewart,” “The Colbert Report,”
and “South Park,”1 but also includes relatively new hit shows like “Tosh.0” and
“Workaholics.”
Over 140 million viewers watch Comedy Central every month1; the majority of
those viewers are men between the ages of 18 and 49. Comedy Central is the
second highest rated cable network in prime time among 18- to 24-year-old men;
it is ranked third among 18- to 34-year-old men.2 The network reaches more than
127 million households in the United States and abroad. International Comedy
Central channels are available in Russia, Germany, India, UK/Ireland, Africa,
Latin America and beyond. They operate primarily out of New York and
California offices.3
Already very conscious of their mobile and online presences, comedycentral.com
provides fans with exclusive videos, ringtones, games, and original programming
that their younger, tech-savvy audience requires. They utilize digital and social
media during specialized programming like the Comedy Central roast of Roseanne.
However, their mobile applications and website fail to introduce new content,
sought by Comedy Central super fans.
As always, Comedy Central continues to sell merchandise specific to many of
its series. DVDs, books t-shirts, and figurines are all available for purchase at
comedycentral.com. But as of August 15, 2012 Comedy Central is now in an
exclusive retail partnership with Urban Outfitters, selling merchandise (graphic
tees, buttons, mugs, tumblers) from “The Daily Show,” “The Colbert Report” and
“Indecision 2012.”4 All merchandise is designed by the shows, featuring comedic
quips like “I Am Drunk (And So Can You)” and “I Actually Took Time Out of My
Morning to Pin This Stupid Thing on My Shirt.”
Comedy Central is just one network under the Viacom name; its brother networks
include MTV, Nickelodeon, Spike, BET, CMT, VH1, TV Land and more. Viacom
also owns Paramount Pictures Corporation, one of the largest entertainment and
media brands in the world. The company is responsible for distributing filmed
entertainment from Paramount Pictures, DreamWorks Pictures, Marvel Studios,
MTV Films and Nickelodeon Movies.5

TOP RATED
PROGRAMMING2
“Southpark” was
rated the most watched
Wednesday-night show in all
of TV with 18- to 34-yearold men.
“Workaholics” was
rated #1 new comedy in all
of TV among 18- to 24-yearold men and the #1 new
comedy in cable among all
viewers between 18 and 49
years old.
1. v iacom.com/ourbrands/
medianetworks/Pages/
comedycentral.aspx
2. t vbythenumbers.zap2it.
com/2010/09/28/comedycentral-ratings-the-dailyshow-with-jon-stewart-andthe-colbert-report-continuetheir-late-night-dominancemore/65600/
3. h ttp://blog.viacom.
com/2012/10/comedycentral-makes-its-way-toasia/
4. c omedycentral.com/press/
press_releases/2012/081512cc-urban-outfittersindecision.jhtml
5. v iacom.com/ourbrands/
Pages/default.aspx

Viacom’s goal is to be the world’s leading branded entertainment company across
television, motion pictures and digital media platforms. They focus on their
consumers by enhancing existing brands, developing new brands and executing
comedy central’s jest
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their multiplatform strategy to reach objectives and sustain growth. By capitalizing
on creative strengths and deepening relationships with audiences, advertisers,
distribution affiliates, talent and licensees, Viacom is positioned to achieve
continued or greater global success.
Brand Awareness

While Viacom is responsible for Comedy Central and its programming, it is not the
brand that is recognized by audiences, nor should it be. In keeping a low profile,
Viacom allows its brands to maintain their individuality. Because of this, Comedy
Central is allowed more freedom to develop their own brand to suit their uniquely
“innovative, irreverent, clever, smart” audience.
In an attempt to represent a new brand of comedy in the internet age, Comedy
Central scrapped their traditional skyscraper logo and replaced it with a pair of
“c”s, modeled loosely off of the copyright symbol. The new logo was designed for
greater effect online, especially on social networking sites like Twitter.
Brand Loyalty

C omedy Central logo
until it was revised
January 1, 2011

Comedy Central is the only network that audiences can get all comedy all the time,
so it is the natural choice for the TV-watching comedy super fan. But with younger
audiences increasingly turning to the web, Comedy Central has to be everywhere to
hold on to their fan base.
AdWeek quotes Pricewaterhouse Cooper’s Russell Sapienza saying that “TV
has benefited from growing Internet use, particularly around the social media
sphere. TV has become an inflection point for social media and that promotes
appointment viewing. The interest to participate in the conversation on Facebook
or Twitter drives you to watch live TV.” 1
So, in order to stay in the race for viewership, Comedy Central must drive
conversation on social networking sites. A magazine, like Jest, that focuses on
comedy across many media is essential to encouraging that conversation and
linking viewersship between onscreen and online content.

 ew, award-winning
N
logo designed to be
more effective online

After all, the customer who cycles between Comedy Central media is the customer
who will contribute to conversation, try new programming, and invest in brand
merchandise. Jest will offer an additional place for Comedy Central’s already loyal
customer base to turn. And has the potential to turn casual Comedy Central
viewers into loyal customers.
Recruitment

A Comedy Central magazine’s most important role would be catching the attention
of the casual viewer and turning them into returning customers. A magazine with
links to references to online content and network programming is the perfect link
between online and onscreen content, while providing all of the behind-the-scenes
information and content that the Comedy Central super fan could want.

1. a dweek.com/news/
television/pwc-outlook-tvs-growth-prospects-lookstrong-141074
comedy central’s jest
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Raise Profile

Because our goal is to encourage transition between print, TV and online Comedy
Central content, we would not deviate from the Comedy Central online and
onscreen brand too much. Our publication will maintain the same playful, clever
bite that Comedy Central has always embodied. However, Jest will speak with a
new kind of authority and expertise that audiences haven’t necessarily seen from
its online and onscreen counterparts. Its behind-the-scene interviews and stories,
in addition to its original print content, will provide audiences with the new
perspective on comedy that they’ve been missing.
Market Share

Being the only all-comedy network, Comedy Central has enjoyed control over the
onscreen comedy entertainment business for years. But the addition of a print
edition like Jest will further Comedy Central’s control over the online comedy
market, rivalling competitors like collegehumor.com and funnyordie.com. With
the combination of Jest’s expertise and behind-the-scenes knowledge and Comedy
Central’s comedic content, other sites will seem unprofessional and elementary.
Constantly in the pursuit of comedy, super fans will turn to Jest first for the most
exclusive and in-depth content.
Sales

While Jest’s primary goal is to drive traffic rather than increase sales, we do believe
that the two are never mutually exclusive. At the very least, our publication will
provide another outlet for Comedy Central and Viacom advertising. It will reach
a new audience who is looking for a more authoritative voice, expanding the
audiences of both onscreen and online Comedy Central content. And finally it will
hook casual Comedy Central viewers or comedycentral.com visitors in a cycle of
media that will eventually turn them into loyal customers and potential buyers.

comedy central’s jest
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AUDIENCE
General Audience

Comedy Central defines their audience as “innovative, irreverent, clever,” and
“smart,” four words that we have used to develop the content of our publication.
Their audience is male-dominated and primarily between the ages of 18 and 34
years old; the network is consistently successful among these demographics.
In 2010, Comedy Central was awarded #1 Cable Network in Primetime Among
Men between 18 and 24 and #2 among Men between 18 and 34 (behind ESPN).
Comedy Central programming—including “Tosh.0,” “Workaholics,” “South Park,”
“The Daily Show” and “The Colbert Report”—continues to be successful among
men between 18 and 34. 1
Actively engaged in their political, local and regional news, the Comedy Central
audience is knowledgeable about the world around them. These men and women
are looking for smart commentary from shows like “South Park,” “The Daily
Show” and “The Colbert Report,” but also for an easy laugh from Comedy Central
specials like the roasts of Charlie Sheen or Roseanne. They are interested in humor,
music and technology, but also nonprofits, science and the news.

1. t vbythenumbers.zap2it.
com/2010/09/28/comedycentral-ratings-the-dailyshow-with-jon-stewartand-the-colbert-reportcontinue-their-late-nightdominance-more/65600/
2. q uantcast.com/
comedycentral.com
3. n ytimes.com/2012/02/20/
business/media/comedycentral-survey-saysyoung-men-see-humor-asessential.html
4. c omedycentral.
com/press/press_
releases/2012/101812research-2012.jhtml

In a study4 conducted by Comedy Central, TRU Insights and Insight Research,
the most effective way to reach millennials and the rest of the Comedy Central
audience is through their funny bones. Findings warn candidates, “Do not
underestimate Millennials: they are very aware of what’s going on in politics. And
they are involved and influential.”
NYTimes.com reports that now more than ever, young men in the Comedy Central
demographic depend on humor and comedy to develop a sense of self. 83% of
respondents said their sense of humor was crucial to their self-definition, 74%
believe that humor contributes to popularity. Tanya Giles, executive president of
MTV, says “Comedy is so central to who they (millenials) are, the way they connect
with other people, the way they get ahead in the world. One big takeaway is that
unlike previous generations, humor, and not music is their No. 1 form of selfexpression.”
In short, “Comedy Central found that comedy matters.” says Jonathan Gray,
professor of media and culture at University of Wisconsin.
Collegehumor.com visitors have a tendency to engage in other humor sites like
funnyordie.com, collegehumor.com or theonion.com and in political commentary
sites like alternet.org and rawstory.com. They are also interested in technology,
music, television, magazines and automobiles. Their favorite channels include MTV,
NBC and MSNBC. Viewers are more likely to be readers of Vanity Fair, The New
Yorker and Rolling Stone and more likely to reside in cities with strong entertainment
industries like Los Angeles, CA, New York, NY, and Chicago, IL. 2
comedy central’s jest
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Demographics
Age1

| 18–34 years old, Median age of 29

27% between 18 and 24 years old
21% between 25 and 34 years old

Income1

| $0–$50K

61% between 0 and 50K
24% between 50K and 100K

Gender1

| Male

1. q uantcast.com/comedycentral.
com
2. n ytimes.com/2012/02/20/
business/media/comedycentral-survey-says-youngmen-see-humor-as-essential.
html
3. c omedycentral.com/press/
press_releases/2012/101812research-2012.jhtml

57% male
43% female

Education1
Ethnicity1

| College-educated

| More diverse than most of the Internet, still 75% Caucasian

Psychographics
Active, curious, fast-moving.

The Jest audience is constantly consuming information. Whether they are on news
sites, mini-blogging, or simply browsing their social media sites, our audience is
starved for comedy content. But as fast as they are consuming information, our
audience is developing their own opinions and content. They are blogging and
posting, tweeting and tumbling everything they can get their hands on.
The millennials have inherited many of the same activist mentalities as older
Baby Boomer generations; they believe that the “best way to achieve social
change is through digital efforts.” 3 They are inherently cynical about the state of
the government and economy, but remain optimistic about the outcome of the
country. They believe in change and in the value of hard work.
Technographics

Comedy Central survey2 shows that “television easily topped everything else as
the main source of comedy,” but it also showed that comedy is starting to appear
elsewhere, watching funny videos online, following webcomics and reading blogs.
Our audience, the men of the millenial generation (born after 1981) are still
staying tuned in to their tubes, but they never stray far from the Internet, making it
essential for networks to stay engaged online and in print.
Chanon Cook, top research executive for Comedy Central, says that when it comes
to finding their content, “Millenials never blame themselves. They think: what does
it say about the brand that you’re not everywhere that I am?” 2
Viewers engage with Comedy Central largely through comedycentral.com,
Facebook or Twitter. 52% of them get their news from Facebook or Twitter, 58%
from an online aggregator like Google or Yahoo and 50% of them from a news
website.3
comedy central’s jest
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Audience Personality Profile
Ellen

She is a 20-year-old Tumblr celebrity who uses jest.com to find new, original
comedy content to share on her mini-blog. She is a college student, majoring in
English with a minor in performance theater. She knows all there is to know about
modern comedy writers and TV shows. Someday she hopes to write with the best
comedy writers in the business on “Saturday Night Live.” Until then, she stays
up-to-date by joining a variety of fan groups and contributing to “Key & Peele”
and roast live chats. She has participated in three Jest screenwriting courses and
submitted four pieces of her writing.
Nate

He’s a 27-year-old college graduate, former broadcast news and political science
major. Even though he graduated with honors, he is still looking for steady
employment. He lives with his parents in the suburbs outside of Chicago, weighed
down by student debt. He leans democratic, but would vote for a candidate that
he perceives to be relatable and charismatic. Any candidate that is lucky enough
to earn his vote will benefit from a vocal, educated supporter who will fearlessly
share his opinion with his friends and family. He believes that the next president
will impact the future of his country, and won’t let his candidate lose the election
without a fight. He is an avid tweeter, an occasional blogger and a huge fan of
“The Colbert Report” and “The Daily Show with Jon Stewart.”
He reads Jest for the satiric content and the biting critiques. He believes wholeheartedly that modern, cynical comedians like Jon Stewart and Louis C.K. are some
of the first honest voices that America has heard in many years and are the future
of fixing the broken economic system. He does his research on external news sites
and turns to Jest for professional opinions to help develop his own.

comedy central’s jest
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ADVERTISING
Vision

Jest advertising is targeted towards a young male audience ranging between 18 and
34 years of age. Most of these men are college-educated and unmarried without
children. Although these men make up a large percentage of the audience, Jest is
not a men’s magazine. We would like to keep advertising relatively gender neutral
and primarily entertainment focused to prevent from isolating the female 40% of
our audience.
With this entertainment focus, Viacom and Comedy Central will be crucial as
advertising consumers especially towards the beginning of Jest’s life. Jest will depend
largely on Comedy Central referral online and onscreen to sell subscriptions to
current Comedy Central consumers. Ads will be offered to all Viacom companies
at a 50% discount in the first year; this discount will be gradually decreased to 40%
by the fifth year of the magazine’s life span.
Specifics
Video Games

XBox
Call of Duty Black Ops II
AddictingGames.com
Hygiene

Condoms — Trojan, Durex
Razors — Gillette Fusion, Schick Hydro Blade
Food

Energy drinks — Red Bull, Monster
Snacks — Doritos, Cheetos, Beef jerky
Comedy Central Programming

“Brickleberry”
“Daily Show with Jon Stewart”
“The Colbert Reprot”
Other Viacom Channels

VH1
MTV
Paramount Movies

Seven Psychopaths
Paranormal Activity 4
Flight
Transformers 4

comedy central’s jest
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Mission Statement

From the TV screen to print, Jest echoes the innovative, irreverent humor of
Comedy Central and feeds the cravings of its equally clever audience. We go
behind the scenes of modern comedy, bringing audiences the insider interviews,
information and entertainment they desire. In an age where cat videos can be
comedy and memes can be masterpieces, Jest encapsulates both the online and print
comedy worlds and is the perfect companion to the Comedy Central screen.

comedy central’s jest
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EDITORIAL FORMULA
Frequency

|4

Total Number of Pages
Pages of Editorial

| 84

| 50
| 34
Ad/Editorial Ratio | 40.4/59.6
Total Pages of Departments | 30
Total Pages of Features | 20
Department/Features Ratio | 60/40
Pages of Advertising

DEPARTMENTS
TOC: Featured, Departments; Editor’s Letter; Masthead
Overline: Online

If humor is on the screen, it’s eventually on the web; such is life in the information
age. Naturally, the Internet and its very distinct population of fanatics have
developed their own humor styles and techniques. For Jest to ignore such new
developments in comedy would be ignorant. In this department, Jest embraces the
new frontier of comedy, recognizing online trends like memes, e-cards and, of
course, the ever–expanding world of YouTube.
Total Pages

|6

Story Idea

| About Me: Men and Women of Hit Webcomics
Audiences hang on their every clever, anonymous word, yet they know next to
nothing about their true identity. Jest could feature and briefly profile comic artists
from across the nation. Comedy fans are always looking for another blog to follow,
so an expert recommendation is exactly what they want. Of course, we’d have to
include a sample of their work. (The Oatmeal, Crimes Against Hugh’s Manatees, Cyanide
& Happiness, Garfield minus Garfield, Wondermark, etc.)
Overline: Onstage

It has been said that there is no more vulnerable performance than that of the
stand-up comedian, because he both writes and performs his own material. From
open mic night to the Comedy Central screen, most comedy actors, writers, and
performers will grace (or deface) the stand-up stage at one point in their career. It is
on the stage in front of a critical audience that stars are developed and careers are
made and it is to the stage that our audience turns for the most recent material.
Total Pages

|6

Story Idea

| Up & Coming Comedians: Tig Notaro
Up & Coming will be a repeated segment of this department, profiling the future
greats of the comedy world. These comedians may not be household names yet,
but they are well on their way.
comedy central’s jest
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Tig has appeared on comedy television hits “The Office,” “Community,” and “The
Sarah Silverman Program.” She is a regular on “Conan” and has also performed
on “Late Night with Jimmy Fallon,” “Jimmy Kimmel Live,” “The Late Late Show
with Craig Ferguson” and many more. Apart from all of her cameos, Tig has had
her own 30-minute special on Comedy Central. Lately she has been receiving more
mention after her breast cancer diagnosis.
Overline: Onscreen

Of course, Comedy Central relies almost exclusively on television programming
to communicate to their audience. This department will be a look inside Comedy
Central programming and specials. It will include regular segments that look back
on the previous TV season and look ahead to the coming season. For example,
Bootleg/Borrow/Buy would be a regular column that rates comedy programming
according to the amount of investment it deserves.
Total Pages

|6

Story Idea

| Voicing Cartman and the Rest of the South Park Gang
Trey Parker and Matt Stone, creators of Comedy Central’s infamous “South Park,”
do most of their characters’ voice-overs. But female voice actors are kept on staff
to give to life to the women in “South Park.” In fact, in the earlier seasons, female
voice actors were credited only by aliases to protect their professional reputations.
Additional celebrities, voice actors and members of the “South Park” production
staff have also lent their voices to minor characters. Big name celebrities like
George Clooney, Jay Leno, and Henry Winkler have guest starred as a dog, cat and
monster respectively.
Overline: In Print

It doesn’t matter what medium it is intended for, comedy starts in the writers’
room. Stand-up comedy starts on a note card. TV shows start from scripts. And
with infinite online sharing opportunities, more writers are creating and sharing
content every day. This department pays homage to the original comedic frontier,
giving backstage writers a chance at the spotlight. This section will also feature
worthy submissions from Jest readers, giving them a chance at publishing.
Total Pages

|5

Story Idea

| From Screen to Script & Back Again: Actors turned writers and Vice Versa
Is the transition between comedy writing and comedy acting that simple? “SNL”
greats like Tina Fey, John Mulaney, and Seth Meyers make the leap from the writer’s
desk to the TV screen look easy. But how do actors handle the switch to backstage
work? Who has been successful? Who hasn’t?
Back-page Dpt: “Tweets of the Season”

Includes the Top 25 140-character witticisms straight from the Twitter feeds of
Comedy Central’s finest comedians, writers, actors and directors.
comedy central’s jest
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Features
Essay

| Humorous short story or essay submission by comedian or writer (5 pages)

Descriptive
Profile

| Night of Too Many Stars: How many is too many? (7 pages)

| The Bo Burnham Story: From YouTube to Comedy Central (6 pages)

Timeline

| The Rise and Fall of Sketch Comedy (2 pages)

Break of the Book
Front Exterior:

B&W

Front Interior:

Ad

comedian
1.

Ad Contd.
Ad
3. Ad Contd.
4. Ad
5. Ad Contd.
6. Ad
7. Ad Contd.
8. Ad
9. Ad Contd.
10. TOC: Features
11. Ad
12. TOC: Dpts
13. Ad
14. Editor’s Letter
15. Ad
16. Masthead
17. Ad
18. Dpt: Online
19. Dpt: Online
20. Dpt: Online
21. Ad
22. Dpt: Online
23. Dpt: Online
24. Dpt: Online
25. Dpt: Onstage
26. Dpt: Onstage
2.

27.

Dpt: Onstage
28. Dpt: Onstage
29. Dpt: Onstage
30. Dpt: Onstage
31. Ad
32. Ad
33. Ad
34. Dpt: Onscreen
35. Dpt: Onscreen
36. Dpt: Onscreen
37. Dpt: Onscreen
38. Dpt: Onscreen
39. Ad
40. Dpt: Onscreen
41. Ad
42. Dpt: In Print
43. Dpt: In Print
44. Dpt: In Print
45. Dpt: In Print
46. Dpt: In Print
47. Ad
48. Feature: Essay
49. Feature: Essay
50. Feature: Essay
51. Feature: Essay
52. Feature: Essay
53. Feature: Descriptive
54. Feature: Descriptive

55.

Feature: Descriptive
56. Feature: Descriptive
57. Feature: Descriptive
58. Feature: Descriptive
59. Feature: Descriptive
60. Feature: Timeline
61. Feature: Timeline
62. Feature: Profile
63. Feature: Profile
64. Feature: Profile
65. Feature: Profile
66. Feature: Profile
67. Feature: Profile
68. Ad
69. Ad Contd.
70. Ad
71. Ad Contd.
72. TV Guide
73. TV Guide
74. Ad
75. Ad Contd.
76. Ad
77. Ad
78. Ad
79. Ad Contd.
80. Tweets of the Season
Back Interior: Ad
Back Exterior: Ad

comedy central’s jest
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ONLINE EDITORIAL FORMULA
Navigation Bar
ONSCREEN

CC TV show profiles, specials, and full episodes, links to TV fan groups
Story | Adult Cartoons: Where did they start? Where are they going?
Slideshow | The Inner Circle: Former “Saturday Night Live” costars make guest
appearances in each other’s shows
Blog | Spoiler Alert — Episode-by-episode commentary on the shows
you should be watching
ONSTAGE

Comedian profiles, full performances, links to comedian fan groups
Story | From YouTube to your Tube: How wannabe comedians are using video
to launch their comedy careers
Slideshow | 15 best airport bits: Everybody’s Got One
Blog | Open Mic — Expert reviews of comedy tours and rising and falling stars
OFF CAMERA

Behind-the-scenes interviews, photos and videos, celebrity news, links to celeb fan groups
Story | Comedy Couple Split: Amy Poehler and Will Arnett Break it off
Slideshow | Steve Martin through the Ages: The life and career of a legend
Blog | Backstage Pass — The latest gossip on comedy’s finest
IN PRINT

Published professional content, unpublished amateur works, links to print fan groups
Story | David Sedaris on Stand-up: insulted when fans recommend he do stand-up
Slideshow | 5 Novels to make you laugh out loud in inappropriate places
Blog | The Fine Print — You’ll want to read, even when you just don’t have time
ONLINE

Links to Jest endorsed blogs, YouTube channels and webcomics, links to web fan groups
Story | Copyrights, the Internet and You: Is your Gangnam Style parody breaking the law?
Slideshow | 10 Amateur Webcomics that Don’t Suck
Blog | Ermahgerd — Memes that actually make you laugh
IN STORES

Comedy Central and Jest merchandising
SUBSCRIBE

Scroll

Are women funny yet? Do movies like Pitch Perfect and Bridesmaids even help?
Spielberg isn’t the only one with a camera anymore. How are amateur moviemakers
changing the entertainment industry?
Playing the race card: Where do comedians draw the line?
comedy central’s jest
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Content & Audience: Print
Online

This department provides audiences quality online content without all of the hassle.
Our staff sifts through endless online comedy content to provide audiences with the
highest quality humor available. Our audiences will spend hours online, hunting down
a funny webcomic or searching out a decent blog, but the Jest staff can provide our
audience with consistent humor without having to search for it.
Onstage

Most people in the United States do not have access to quality, live stand-up, so much
of the publicity has diminished. This department celebrates the unique art of stand-up
comedy, featuring break-out comics and quality veterans, who will likely make their way
from the stage to the screen. Our readers like to know about things before they happen,
and the stand-up stage is where actors are born.
Onscreen

This department acts as a companion to Comedy Central content, providing new
perspectives, updates and behind-the-scene information on content that our reader only
thinks they know well. It is in the onscreen department that readers can quench their
thirst for in-depth information on relatively common topics.
In Print

Like stand-up, pure print comedy has started to diminish in popularity. This department
highlights the best comedy writers of our generation, providing our audiences with a
direct line to the source of modern comedy—the writers’ room. Whether it materializes
onscreen or on paper, comedy still starts with an idea and a pen.
Content & Audience: Web
Off Camera

While gossip is not the primary goal of Jest or jest.com, our readers still want to know
all there is about their favorite comedians, comics and actors. This tab provides them
up-to-date information on the whereabouts and ongoings of the comedy all-stars.
In Print

This tab provides users a place to submit their original content for review by the Jest
editorial staff. While responses are not guaranteed, opportunity is. Jest.com members
are offered online screenwriting classes in order to improve their craft and get another
chance at publication and recognition.

comedy central’s jest
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Market Analysis: Print Points of Difference

1.  Provides audiences reliable, in-depth analysis and information on the modern
world of comedy without having to sift through the endless and ever-expanding
bank of comedic content that is the Internet
2.  Educates and instructs readers on the ins-and-outs of the modern comedy and
entertainment businesses, but also provides opportunities for interested readers
to create and publish quality content themselves
3. F
 orges relationships with comedy award-winners and celebrities in order to
print unpublished, humor content and perspectives

comedy central’s jest
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ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY
Magazine Philosophy

Entertainment Weekly brings the fun. With our unparalleled access to
Hollywood’s most creative minds and most fascinating stars, we keep you
plugged into pop culture. And with our sharp, trusted voice, we’re always
the first to tell you about the best (and worst) in entertainment. We know
your free time is precious. So is your money. We make sure you make the
most of both.1
Circulation & Frequency
Circulation

| 1,781,9342

Frequency

| 523

Ad Rate & CPM
CPM

| $178,600/(1,781,934/1000) = $100.224

Mission Differences

EW will be our biggest competition in terms of interviews and behindthe-scenes information. But Jest’s humor specific content will give
audiences access to comedians that wouldn’t normally be targeted by
general entertainment magazines like EW. Jest also includes original
comedy content that extends beyond the realms of EW.
Design Differences

EW utilizes a wide variety of colors, icons and graphic illustrations that
blend together to make a bold, modern look. The Jest design depends
more upon typography to differentiate between stories than it does
design elements like the lines, shapes and call-out boxes that are common
in EW. The elements that Jest does used are recognizable web symbols
that resonate with audiences.
Advertising Differences

EW is targeted at a slightly older and more female audience than Jest.
Its median age is 38 and 56% of its readers are women.6 Furthermore,
Jest advertising is entertainment specific, while EW tends to advertise
consumer companies like Sleep Number®, American Spirit® and
McDonald’s®. Bound to Comedy Central and Viacom, Jest advertises a
variety of entertainment names like Paramount movies, MTV, and VH1.

AD RATE5
Four Color

Page			$178,600
2/3 Page		
$148,850
1/2 Page		
$116,100
1/3 Page		
$80,400
1/3 Page (Square)
$86,300
Covers

Cover 4			$232,200
Cover 3			$196,500
Cover 2 + Page 1
$392,950
Black & White

Page			$142,900
2/3 Page		
$119,100
1/2 Page		
$92,900
1/3 Page		
$64,300
1/3 Page (Square)
$69,100
Rate Base		

1,725,000

1. e w.com/ew/static/advertising/
mission.html
2. a bcas3.accessabc.com/ecirc/
magtitlesearch.asp
3. s ubscription.ew.com/storefront/
subscribe-to-entertainment-weekly
4. e w.com/ew/static/advertising/rates.
html
5. e w.com/ew/static/advertising/rates.
html
6. e w.com/ew/static/advertising/
demographics.html
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PRODUCT: One-to-One Comparisons

TV GUIDE MAGAZINE
Magazine Philosophy

TV Guide Magazine is the only magazine devoted exclusively to
television—the shows, the stars, the industry. With programming
now available anytime and anywhere, we tell consumers what’s worth
watching. And with our unparalleled access and authority, we cover TV
better than anyone.1
Circulation, Frequency & CPM
Circulation

| 2,010,8792

Frequency

| 563

CPM

| $154,200/(2,010,879/1000) = $76.684

Mission Differences

TV Guide is specific to television. While Jest is bound to its onscreen
partner, Comedy Central, it is not specific to television content. Jest
serves as a companion to Comedy Central content that encourages
audiences to tune in, but is distinctly less persuasive than TV Guide.
Additionally, Jest explores the online and print world as well.
Design Differences

TV Guide is much less overtly designed than either Jest or EW and has
some tendency to appear dated. The color scheme is limited motly to
the primary colors—red, yellow and blue—while Jest explores more
vibrant and adventurous hues of each. Headlines and subheads are are
consistently the same. Much of the TV Guide artwork consists of stills
from featured television shows while Jest will likely depend on its own
photography.
Advertising Differences

Once coupled with the TV Guide Network now owned by Lionsgate,
TV Guide Magazine used to have a very similar business plan to our
proposal.6 The magazine served as a accompaniment to the network,
but when the companies split, TV Guide Magazine crumbled without
network support. Our plan differs because where TV Guide Magazine had
to depend on outside companies for advertising, Jest can depend largely
upon Comedy Central and Viacom. And unlike TV Guide, when Jest is
strong enough to stand on its own, it will be able to maintain an identity
entirely separate from the original network.

AD RATE5
Four Color

Page			$154,200
Spread			$308,400
Cover 4			$201,900
Cover 2			$186,600
Cover 2 + Page 1
$340,800
Cover 3			$172,800
Cover 2 Gatefold
$559,800
Cover 3/4 Gatefold
$749,600
2/3 Page		
$118,900
1/2 Page 		
$90,200
1/3 Page		
$62,100
1/4 Page		
$52,500
Black & White

Page			$126,400
2/3 Page		
$106,500
1/2 Page		
$73,800
1/3 Page		
$50,900
Rate Base

2,000,000

1. t vguidemagsales.com
2. a bcas3.accessabc.com/ecirc/
magtitlesearch.asp
3. w 1.buysub.com/pubs/TV/TVM/
SubForm_56_16_50.jsp?cds_page_
id=94153&cds_mag_code=TVM&id
=1348475186133&lsid=22680326
259027233&vid=1&cds_response_
key=L2J122PDD
4. e w.com/ew/static/advertising/rates.
html
5. tvguidemagsales.com
6. a dage.com/article/media/tvguide-magazine-teams-websitenetwork/144025/
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PRODUCT: One-to-One Comparisons

MAD MAGAZINE
Magazine Philosophy

For 50 years, MAD has been a staple of bedrooms, living rooms, dorm
rooms and recycling bins. And in that half century, the magazine has seen
its share of highlights (driving a subtle, yet effective, wedge between Tom
Cruise and Nicole Kidman) and low points (the tragic East Coast/West
Coast publishing war that claimed the lives of so many contributors). But
in terms of amazing developments and captivating achievements, MAD’s
history is rivaled only by that of our own country — but with slightly
fewer intern-related scandals. So enjoy our timeline and remember —
while those who don’t learn from history are doomed to repeat it, those
who learn anything from MAD’s history are doomed, period!1
Circulation, Frequency & CPM
Circulation

| 249,0004

Frequency

| 62

CPM

AD RATE3
Four Color

Page			$11,696
1/3 Page		
$4,679
Rate Base		

350,000

1. d centertainment.com
2. m admagazine.com/issues
3. m riplus.com
4. g aebler.com/MAD+Magazine
-Magazine-Advertising-Costs
++28973

| $11,696/(249,000/1000) = $49.32

Mission Differences

While MAD Magazine tends to deal in strictly political and pop cultural
humor, Jest expands into the realms of all comedic genres and explores
the offstage comedy world. MAD also tends to be driven largely by
comedic content. While Jest will include some humorous features and
opinion pieces, it is not based largely on comedic content. Jest will be
driven largely by the comedy fanatic’s desires for more behind-the-scenes
interviews and information rather than his desire for more comedy.
Design Differences

Playing to the strengths of DC Entertainment, MAD Magazine stays
largely within the comic strip form of humor. Illustrations and caricatures
are key elements to the MAD Magazine look and they provide elements
of representational comedy that will not be utilized in Jest. Jest will rely
entirely upon written content and photography with a limited amount of
digital illustration.
Advertising Differences

Obviously, MAD Magazine is closely tied to DC Entertainment and
Warner Brothers, rooting their advertising in the cartoon world. MAD
Magazine itself is often associated with Cartoon Network as well. Of
course, Jest will pull most advertising from Viacom’s entertainment empire
and from Comedy Central, its onscreen partner.
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Market Analysis: Web & Social Points of Difference

1. A
 llows users to join fan groups of TV shows, actors, comedians, or topics, much
like Reddit or Tumblr, so that they can stay updated on their favorite comedians’
work whether it is a movie, a TV show, a stand-up performance, or simply a high
quality tweet. Jest.com funnels content from any number of social networking
sites into the same place.
2. U
 sers of fan groups are given the opportunity to communicate with each other
through facilitated conversations about the show, actor or comedian that they
follow. Like Twitter and Tumblr, jest.com encourages conversation between likeminded members using tags.
3. W
 ebsite content includes both established humor outlets, like print and stand-up
comedy, and newer outlets, like memes and viral videos. Content is organized
by comedian or by content type (interviews, stand-up clips) to allow for easy
browsing and encourage people to stay on the site longer. Connects similar styles
of comedy from one comedian to another.
4. T
 argets active comedy fans and mini-bloggers through image-driven social media
sites like Tumblr and Reddit and word-driven social media sites like Twitter.
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PRODUCT: One-to-One Comparisons

ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY
Website

Ew.com reaches 5.5 million people each month with over 32 million page views1—roughly six page views per
person. This is nearly a million more viewers than comedycentral.com, but it has a similar number of page views
per person. Ew.com features all of the same articles, blogs, photos and advertisements that its print edition does.
Jest.com will go beyond the bounds of a magazine website, blurring the lines between informational and social
media sites. Sites that facilitate interaction between content and users are more likely to hold users attention and
keep them coming back for more. Jest.com hopes to reach a similar sized audience that ew.com does, but we
intend to engage our audience in conversation rather than just providing information.

Social Media

TWITTER

Like ew.com, Entertainment Weekly’s social media platforms
present information, but hardly facilitate interaction. With
a measly 413,835 likes on Facebook, EW could stand to
improve the traffic flow between sites and between print and
web content. Their Twitter feed does better with 2,321,534
followers, but it primarily drives content back to ew.com.

FACEBOOK

1. quantcast.com/ew.com

EMAIL
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PRODUCT: One-to-One Comparisons

COLLEGE HUMOR
Website

Because collegehumor is solely online, they take advantage of the viral nature of the internet using YouTube videos
and GIFs to draw audiences in and hold their attention. Collegehumor.com reaches a roughly 5.5 million people
monthly, but holds their viewers attention for 3 more clicks than comedycentral.com and ew.com.1 Jest.com will also
take advantage of web browsing, using images to hold viewers attention. But images and videos will be accompanied
by professional and trusted articles, while collegehumor.com tends to be much more juvenile.

Social Media

College Humor uses YouTube, Facebook, Tumblr,
and collegehumor.com to spread their message. They
boast 3,233,049 YouTube subscribers and a whopping
1,581,568,150 video views. Most of their other social media
platforms like Facebook (909K likes) and Tumblr (over 200K
followers) drive traffic to collegehumor.com or YouTube
where browsing is more likely to occur. While they have a
Twitter, College Humor depends more on image-driven sites.

YOUTUBE

FACEBOOK

TUMBLR

2. quantcast.com/collegehumor.com
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PRODUCT: One-to-One Comparisons

COMEDY CENTRAL
Website

Because comedycentral.com already serves as the companion to Comedy Central content, jest.com will be most
similar to comedycentral.com in terms of content. However, jest.com will be organized in a very different way.
Like comedycentral.com, jest.com will be sorted by comedy type: TV shows, stand-up, print, memes, etc. From
there, each type will be broken down into fan groups that audiences can follow in order to keep up with their
favorite shows, comedians, writers and trends. Jest.com members will be able to interact with other members
within those fan groups. Unlike comedycentral.com, jest.com will be more conducive to web browsing and sharing,
more like collegehumor.com.

Social Media

More than collegehumor.com and ew.com, Comedy Central’s
social media platform is rooted in Facebook pages, one of
which being the primary Comedy Central page (3.8m likes).
Others include Comedy Central Stand-up and Comedy
Central India. However, their campaign expands far beyond
that. Comedy Central’s is ever-present on Twitter and
content-sharing sites like Tumblr.
FACEBOOK

TUMBLR
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Website

In order to make our quarterly magazine as engaging and ever-present its weekly
competitors, we plan to use jest.com to build a comedy community. 4.65 million
people engage with comedycentral.com each month, but there are only 26.25
million page views each month—roughly 6 pages per person. We believe this short
attention span to be the result of dead-end content: articles that end with the final
period, videos that link in circles or pages that are just too hard to navigate.
 he key difference between jest.com and its competitors is its ability to facilitate
T
conversation and encourage browsing. With a free membership, Jest.com allows
members to join “fan groups,” one-stop pages connected to the Twitter, Tumblr,
YouTube and Facebook feeds of their favorite TV shows, actors or comedians.
Whether it is a movie, a TV show, a stand-up performance or tour, new
merchandise or simply a high quality tweet, fan groups allow members to keep tabs
on their favorite content all on the same website. Fan groups also build community
between users who are given the opportunity to join conversations about the latest
TV episode, celebrity scandal, or breakout comedian.
In order to broaden users’ involvemnent on the site, when users join one fan group,
he or she is recommended a web of related fan groups in the same or in different
media. These connections will help build bridges between onscreen, online and
print content.
Jest.com members also have access to select full episodes and stand-up
performances and discounted rates on Jest subscriptions and merchandise.
Social Media

Jest.com is meant to be a junction for a variety of social media platforms in linking
various Tumblr, Twitter and Facebook feeds. But jest.com also promotes its own
content on these same social media sites and by adding it to fan group feeds. The
Jest Twitter and Tumblr feeds are meant to promote quality comedy content of
which users may not already be fans. In print, Jest is meant to be a resource for
dependable comedy content and information and jest.com is no different.
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KEY ACTIVITIES

MARKETING PLAN
Overall Marketing Strategy

Before the magazine launch, Comedy Central will distribute 10,000 free year-long
subscriptions to active Comedy Central followers on Facebook or Twitter. From
those 10,000 free subscriptions, 500 will be selected to be guests at the official launch
party, an exclusive comedy show featuring 3 notable stand-up comedians. A lucky 10
subscribers will win the chance to have dinner with Jest editorial staff and featured
comedians.
We intend to reach out to new customers initially through the many factions of the
Comedy Central brand—onscreen, online and through their extensive social media
efforts. The first issue of Jest will be offered to all Comedy Central Facebook and
Twitter followers for free by sign-up. Their first issue will come with free Jest bumper
stickers and a coupon for a discounted subscription.
We will then use that list to begin an online newletter to be sent out every other day.
Content will include teaser Jest articles, subscription discounts, and advertisements
for free jest.com membership. Jest.com free membership will be advertised on
comedycentral.com and new members will be added to the online newsletter list.
Onscreen Comedy Central and Jest advertising will also be running throughout the first
two years of production.
Content Marketing

Comedycentral.com will continuously advertise the benefits of joining jest.com.
Becoming a free member of jest.com will be consistently rewarded with discounted
subscription prices, access to full episodes, stand-up recordings and of course all of the
fan group capabilities. As soon as they become a member, they will become recipients
of the newsletter sent every other day.
Full transcripts of exclusive print content will not appear online until the following
edition has been released. This will encourage readers to invest in the publication rather
than relying on online content. Printed content will reference webcomics, YouTube
channels, blogs and sketches that will be available online at jest.com. It is our hope that
readers will read with smartphone in-hand to immediately access web content.
The Launch

Comedy Central will distribute 10,000 free year-long subscriptions to Facebook and
Twitter followers at random. Of those 10,000 free subscriptions, 1,000 will be selected
to be guests at the official launch party in New York, NY. The party will include a
comedy show featuring 3 notable, stand-up comedians. A lucky 10 subscribers will win
the chance to have dinner with Jest upper editorial staff and featured comedians.
The one-time comedy show will be streamed live online to the 10,000 recipients of
the free year-long subscription, as will exclusive interviews with featured comedians
and other notable guests in attendance. The launch comedy show and interviews will
become available to all those who register for a free membership at jest.com.
comedy central’s jest
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Circulation
Circulation

| 465,000

Approximately 4.65 million people visit comedycentral.com each month.
These people log on to watch their favorite video clips, episodes and
stand-up bits in addition to finding more information about their favorite
TV shows and comedians. We deduced that if 4.65 million people were
invested enough to visit the Comedy Central website, than a similar
number would likely be interested in purchasing Jest if properly advertised
and readily available. Because it is typical for publications to reach about
10 percent of their target audience, it seems reasonable that Jest would
reach approximately 465,000 people.
While 4.65 million people visit the Comedy Central website each
month, 140 million tune into the Comedy Central network. While it is
unreasonable for us to think that we will be able to sell to all 140 million
of those viewers, that does show us that there is sufficient room for
growth over the years. Competitors Entertainment Weekly and TV Guide
Magazine both have circulations over 1.5 million, so it is our hope that
after some establishing years, Jest will grow to meet that number.
Competition Comparison
Publication		

Total Circ.

Freq.

Entertainment Weekly
1,781,934
52
TV Guide Magazine
2,010,879
56
MAD Magazine		249,000		6
Jest			465,000		4

Subs Price

Cover Price

$25.00		
$3.25
$5.00		
$3.99
$19.99		$5.99
$14.99		$4.99

Strategy

We have set a long-term goal of reaching a total circulation of 1,000,000
in our first ten years. Starting with a circulation of 465,000, Jest will have
to grow approximately 8% each year in order to reach that goal.
At first, our greatest asset will be the Comedy Central name, so we will
be dependant on comedycentral.com to promote subscription sales. For
the first few years, our advertising will be targeted almost exclusively
to comedycentral.com visitors or followers on Twitter, Facebook and
Tumblr. Free subscriptions will be sent to Comedy Central’s most loyal
customers that are already actively engaged. Other viewers will be sent a
weekly email newsletter to those who subscribe with teaser articles and
discounted subscriptions.
After the first few years, we hope that Jest will have a solid readership
foundation on which to build upon. At that time, we expect to have more
income with which we can retarget our advertising to a more general
audience. In order to compete with general entertainment magazines
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like EW and TV Guide, Jest will have to be as present as the weekly
publications. In order to make our quarterly magazine as engaging as
the weekly magazines, we want to use jest.com to build an engaged and
interactive community. 4.65 million people engage with comedycentral.
com each month, but there are only 26.25 million page views each
month—roughly 6 pages per person. We hope that jest.com can attract
a similarly sized audience; however, we want to increase the number of
pages viewed per person.
Over the ten-year initial growth period, we hope to build an engaged and
active Comedy Central community. As it is established currently, Comedy
Central has little interaction with its viewers. Jest and jest.com will be
better equipped to condition engaged readers who interact with Comedy
Central and with each other.
Subscriptions
Subscription Price

| $14.99

We know there is an interest for entertainment-based magazines based
on the successes of EW and TV Guide. And we are confident that the
differences in focus, voice and frequency will sufficiently distinguish Jest
from other publications.
Our largest base for subscriptions is obviously among Comedy Central
viewers. 4.65 million people engage with comedycentral.com on a
monthly basis, so we know that readers are interested in the network and
its content. That population is largely made up of males between 18 and
30 years, but our target audience is much more general than these men;
about 39% of comedycentral.com visitors are female.
We selected a subscription price comparable to that of MAD Magazine
because Jest has a similar frequency and is similarly sized. Because MAD
and Jest are less frequent than EW and TV Guide, content is expected to
be more substantial, thus more valuable. We did decide to keep the price
at 15 dollars in order to make purchasing the subscription worthwhile for
the reader rather than relying on single copy sales. Lastly, this subscription
is significantly less expensive than EW, Jest’s strongest competitor.
At first, our primary push will be selling subscriptions online at
comedycentral.com and jest.com. Comedy Central will also run
advertisements—similar to Stephen Colbert’s Super PAC commercials
promoting his newsletter—that feature Jest-supporting and Comedy
Central-endorsed comedians, writers, actors and beyond.
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Single Copies
Cover Price

| $4.99

At first, our efforts will be spent selling and giving away subscriptions
online and onscreen, targeting engaged Comedy Central fans specifically.
But after establishing a loyal and enthusiastic base to grow from, Jest
advertising will be retargeted to a more general audience. Our goal is to
make this possible within two years.
We would like Jest to appear in convenience stores like Target and
Walgreens near checkout lanes and with books, movies and TV series.
These stores will help familiarize the general public with the Jest name and
look and hopefully inspire curiousity. In order to target a more educated
audience, we’d like Jest to be available in mainstream bookstores like
Barnes & Noble. It is in the newsstand here that Jest is more likely to meet
loyal and interested readers.
Our cover price will be $4.99, a price that we believe to be low enough to
compete with EW and TV Guide and attract readers in our age group who
tend to be more stingy, and high enough to inspire confidence in potential
readers. The connection with Comedy Central gives readers confidence
in their purchase and also helps to develop expectations of the magazine
before even picking it up off the shelf. Jest’s black and white cover with
bold typography is different from magazines in its genre and most others
on the newsstand.
Distribution

Jest isses will reach subscribers across the country through regional
distribution centers that will deliver to local post offices by car. Single
copies will be driven by vehicles from regional distribution centers
to outlets like Walgreens, Target and Barnes & Noble. Because Jest is
entertainment based, the concentration of regional distribution centers
will be higher around the notable entertainment industries in Los Angeles,
California, Chicago, Illinois and New York Ciry, New York.
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REVENUE STREAMS

ADVERTISING RATES
Competitor Comparison
Publication		

Total Circ.

Freq.

Entertainment Weekly
1,781,934
52
TV Guide Magazine
2,010,879
56
MAD Magazine		
249,000
6
Jest			465,000		4

Rate Base

Ad Rate

CPM

1,725,000
$178,600
$100.22
2,000,000
$154,200
$76.68
350,000		$11,696 		
$49.32
430,000		$41,850		$90.00

CPM
CPM

| $90.00

Web CPM

| $9.00

The Jest and Comedy Central audience tends to be young, male and relatively educated,
but Jest is not just a men’s magazine. We provide any comedy fan behind-the-scenes
information about the modern comedy world. And now more than ever, the comedy
world belongs to more than just super fans. Like its most direct competitors—
Entertainment Weekly and TV Guide Magazine—Jest is largely a general interest magazine.
EW and TV Guide have set their CPMs at approximately $100 and $75 respectively, Jest
can set a CPM within that range. We expect Jest’s circulation to be just less than twice
that of MAD Magazine, so the CPM should be similar. We promise to reach a large
audience of entertainment-minded people which allows advertisers to target comedy and
entertainment ads to a receptive audience. Comedy fans, like Jest readers and Comedy
Central watchers, seek to consume and learn about comedy, so of course ads targeted
directly to them would be more effective.
Rate Base
Rate Base

| 430,000

EW and TV Guide leave a 55,000 or 10,000 person buffer respectively. Jest, being a more
general entertainment magazine, is closer in content to EW so we picked a slightly higher
number, 35,000. So, we can guarantee advertisers that approximately 430,000 people
will see each issue. Also, looking back on comedycentral.com traffic statistics, they have
only dropped below 4.3 million monthly viewers once in the past year; and we based our
approximate circulation number on the amount of comedycentral.com viewers.
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Ad Rate
Ad Rate

| $41,850

Our publication is expected to reach a young, broad audience with specific
interest in the entertainment and comedy industries. They have already
proven their engagement by purchasing or subscribing to Jest. So, it is
reasonable to expect that advertisements in Jest will be reaching an active
audience who are likely to engage with advertising companies. Although
we can offer similar value in our advertising as EW, we cannot guarantee
the same circulation—roughly 3.5 times that of Jest—yet, so our ad rate
must be lower.
Discounts are of course given to Comedy Central, our primary
sponsor and inspiration, but they are also provided to Viacom, the
larger entertainment company that owns Comedy Central, MTV, VH1,
Paramount Pictures and many more entertainment outlets. They will be
allowed advertising space at 50% off of the ad rate at Jest’s start. But their
discount will slowly decrease to 30% off over the ten year period that it
takes to get Jest to a circulation comparable to that of our competitors.
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ANCILLARY PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
Jest ancillary products and services are the super fan’s gateway to even more comedy. The key
quality of any super fan is their unquenchable desire for more information and more content.
Jest gives audiences a peek at what is behind the curtain, but our exclusive memberships and
products allow readers to go backstage and see for themselves.
Ancillary Products
Witty graphic tees

| The Jest audience is smart, irreverent and not afraid to wear it on their
sleeves, so to speak. Our audiences appreciate good TV references: they love the exclusivity
inside jokes and they love to rep their favorite shows. So whether it is a quick one-liner or
a doodle of their favorite Comedy Central character, Jest audiences are proud to be comedy
experts and will flock to buy the merch to prove it.
Witty bumper stickers

| Our audiences have opinions and want you to know it. So if we
can provide them with a quick phrase from Stephen Colbert or Jon Stewart to slap on their
bumper, they will be all over it. We know that our audiences hang on every word of their
favorite shows, so when we use those words, they listen and most often, they want to tell
others about it.
Books

| Jest audiences have already proven that they are loyal to humor in print by becoming
readers. The long-form content like essay compilations or Comedy Central staffers’ original
unpublished content that books can provide is perfect for Jest audiences to delve into their
absolute favorite comedians. When all our readers want is more information, it becomes
difficult to provide everything they are looking for online or in a magazine and books will be
a perfect outlet for that.
Calendars

| Jest readers want quality comedy and they want it on a daily basis. A 365-day
calendar featuring a new laugh each morning: a quality YouTube video, a notable meme or
comic, a good blog, a new comedian or simply a good bit. A calendar would keep readers
engaged with Jest and its content every morning and every night, ensuring that their interest in
comedy is not just a phase.
Ancillary Services
Exclusive entry into comedy shows and meet-and-greets

| Our readers have already
patrolled YouTube and comedycentral.com. They’ve seen the clips, they know the jokes,
but they still want more. An exclusive membership that gives them access to closed-door
performances is exactly what they’re looking for. Jest can provide them all of the backstage
information that is available, but these readers still want to actually be there. They want to
meet the comedians themselves and they want to brag to their friends.
Comedy screenwriting classes

| The most fanatic of Jest readers don’t just want to read
about the comedy world, they want to be a part of it. Screenwriting is a popular career goal
among young adults. These classes would provide the tools to create quality scripts. But
it takes more than talent in the modern comedy world to get noticed. Jest will also hold a
contest each class rotation among students; the winner of this contest will be featured in the
next issue, giving them the opportunity of a lifetime—experience, audience, recognition, and
maybe even fans.
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REVENUE SOURCES FOR YEAR 1 AND YEAR 5
			Year 1		Year 5

Newsstand		$4.99		$4.99
Subscription		$14.99		$14.99
Frequency		4		4
Ad/Ed Ratio		
40.4/59.6
50/50
Circulation		465,000		683,237
a. Subscriptions
441,750		
614,914
b. Newsstand		23,250		68,323
CPM			$90		$90
4C Full-page Ad
$41,850		
$61,491
Average Discount
50%		
40%
Average pp Ad Rev
$20,925		
$36,895
Pages/Issue		84		106

						Year 1		Year 5

Total Revenue					$9,931,702.50
Revenue from Circulation			
$7,085,902.50
% of Total Revenue from Circulation		
71.3%		
Revenue from Subscriptions			
$6,621,832.50
% of Circulation from Subscriptions		
95%		
Revenue from Single-Copy Sales		
$464,070.00
% of Circulation from Single-Copy Sales
5%		
Revenue from Advertising			
$2,845,800.00
% of Total Revenue from Advertising		
28.7%		

$18,403,029.94
$10,581,289.94
57.5%
$9,217,560.86
90%
$1,363,729.08
10%
$7,821,740.00
42.5%
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COST STRUCTURES

3 YEARS OF 5-YEAR BUDGET
					Year 1		Year 3		Year 5

Number of Issues per Year		
4		
4		
4
Number of Subscribers/000		441,750		498,986		614,914
Number of Single-Copy Sales/000
23,250		
43,390		
68,323
Total Circulation (Rate Base)/000
465,000		
542,376		
683,237
Subscription Price			$14.99		$14.99		$14.99
Cover Price				$4.99		$4.99		$4.99
Total Pages per Issue			84		94		106
Editorial Pages for the Year		
50		
52		
53
FC Ad Rate				$41,850		$48,814		$61,491
CPM					$90		$90		$90
Average Discount			50%		45%		40%
Average Revenue per Ad Page		
$20,925		
$26,847		
$36,895

Revenues
					Year 1		Year 3		Year 5

Subscriptions/000			 $6,621,832
Single-Copy Sales/000			 $464,070
Advertising/000			 $2,845,800
Total Revenues/000			$9,931,702

$7,479,800
$866,064
$4,510,296
$12,856,160

$9,217,561
$1,363,729
$7,821,740
$18,403,030

Expenses
					Year 1		Year 3		Year 5

Advertising/000			 $2,284,291
Circulation/000				$4,071,998
Salaries/000				$966,559
Distribution/000			 $1,092,487
Production/000				$1,787,706
Administration/000			$794,536
Total expenses/000			
$11,024,189
Net Income (Loss)/000		
–$1,065,867

$2,571,232
$4,628,218
$1,276,200
$1,414,178
$2,314,109
$1,028,493
$13,241,845
–$376,269

$2,944,485
$5,888,970
$1,815,500
$2,024,333
$3,128,515
$1,472,242
$17,298,848
$1,128,985
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REVENUE STREAMS

EDITORIAL POSITIONS AND SALARIES
		Year 1		Year 3		Year 5

Frequency
Editorial Pgs

4		 4		 4
50		 52		 53

Year 3

Year 1
Employees

Job			Salaries

1		
Editorial Director
$83,300
1		
Editor (Executive)
$67,100
		Managing Editor
$58,700
4		Senior Editor		$58,700
3		Writer			$44,350
2		Proofreaders		$39,900
1		Copy Editors		$40,900
		Editorial Assistant
$33,000
1		Art Director		$61,600
2		Designer		$33,000
		Freelance		$200,000
Total					$966,559

Employees

Job			Salaries

1		
Editorial Director
$83,300
1		
Editor (Executive)
$67,100
2		
Managing Editor
$58,700
4		Senior Editor		$58,700
4		Writer			$44,350
2		Proofreaders		$39,900
2		Copy Editors		$40,900
2		
Editorial Assistant
$33,000
1		Art Director		$61,600
3		Designer		$33,000
		Freelance		$208,000
Total					$1,276,200

Year 5
Employees

Job			Salaries

1		
Editorial Director
$83,300
3		
Editor (Executive)
$67,100
3		
Managing Editor
$58,700
4		Senior Editor		$58,700
6		Writer			$44,350
3		Proofreaders		$39,900
4		Copy Editors		$40,900
4		
Editorial Assistant
$33,000
1		Art Director		$61,600
5		Designer		$33,000
		Freelance		$212,000
Total					$1,815,500
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DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

Concept

The Jest look is intended to be reminiscent of the current comedycentral.com
design without being a direct imitation. The design is intended to be bold without
being kitschy, edgy without being pretentious and modern without being dated.
We chose a limited number of classic typefaces to prevent the publication from
appearing busy or overworked. Our audience would object to anything to stylish or
“design-y” so layouts are simple, typography is clean and photography is sharp.
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It one of our goals to increase traffic flow between Comedy Central, Jest and
jest.com, so it seems only natural to make the Comedy Central design, the online
design and the print design as similar as possible. Comedy Central design depends
largely upon a typeface similar to Keep Calm Medium in their logo, on the screen
and on their website, so Jest design depends largely upon Keep Calm as well.
Comedycentral.com uses squares to divide structure of the site, but features the CC
logo as a focal point in the upper left corner. Jest depends less on the square grid,
but also uses the CC logo as a focal point on each department and feature page.

e
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The cover design features a black and white, close-up of featured comedian, Bo
Burnham. The black and white photography in uncommon for magazine covers
and allows the typography and bright colors to shine. It is our hope that these
unique features will help Jest to be immediately recognizable on the newsstand and
in other public places. The cover typography is written largely in sans serif type.
Although some subheads do appear in serif.
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The core colors—lime green, red, plum, turquoise, orange, yellow and gray—
were selected for their bright, contrasting tones and gender neutrality. Like
comedycentral.com, large design elements are primarily in grayscale, while accents
tend to be in color.

e
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The Jest logo is written in Keep Calm Medium, a typeface that is very similar to that
in the Comedy Central logo, however “jest” is all lowercase in our logo as opposed
to the uppercase Comedy Central logo. The colors of the logo will range from
cover to cover, but every logo will appear twice, layered on top of one another at
70% transparency. “Comedy in the digital age” will appear beneath the Jest logo.
This will be in Keep Calm Medium as well in all lowercase, most often in white.

comedy in the digital age

BO BURNHAM

“If I had a dime for
every time a homeless
guy asked me for change,
I'd still say no.”

HOW MANY
IS TOO MANY?

$4.99 US $5.99 Canada

stars align for autism programs
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 he first cover
T
of Jest, featuring
young comedian
BO BURNHAM.

Jest uses familiar symbols from the web as elements in its print design. The play
symbol is used to indicate which photo a caption belongs to. Hashed lines that
resemble a buffering symbol are used to divide bodies of text. And lines with circle
terminators highlight department names.
Because sans serif type is easier to read online, the print typefaces translate to the
web with little difficulty. Similar to comedycentral.com, the navigation bar will
be written in Keep Calm Medium. Body type will be written in Georgia, a serif
typeface similar to Garamond that is intended for legibility on the web. Scroll
stories will be written in Georgia Italic in all caps. These decisions were made to
make the transition from Jest to jest.com seamless.
comedy central’s jest
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PROTOTYPE

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
Magazine Specifics

84 pages per issue
8.5” x 10.75”
Perfect Binding
Matte printing on cardstock
Matte printing on regular magazine paper
Typography
Folioline

| Garamond Italic Caps 10 pts., Keep Calm Medium 8 pts.

DEPARTMENTS
Overline

| Keep Calm Medium 20/24 pts.
Headline | Keep Calm Medium or Futura Condensed Medium Caps
Blurb / Deck | Keep Calm Medium 11/13 pts.
Call-out | Garamond Italic Caps 14/17 pts.
Body text | Garamond Regular 10/11 pts.
Caption | Keep Calm Medium 10/15 pts.
Byline | Garamond Italic 10/11 pts.
Credit line | Garamond Italic 8/9 pts.
FEATURES
Headline

| Keep Calm Medium or Futura Condensed Medium Caps
| Keep Calm Medium 11/13 pts.
Call-out | Garamond Italic Caps 14/17 pts.
Body text | Garamond Regular 10/11 pts.
Caption | Keep Calm Medium 10/15 pts.
Byline | Garamond Italic 10/11 pts.
Credit line | Garamond Italic 8/9 pts.
Blurb / Deck

Approach to Artwork

Cover photography is consistently in black & white to maintaint the Jest look on the
newsstand. Cover typography will be brightly colored or reverse type.
Inside photography is primarily in full color unless the content calls for a black
and white approach. This is especially true for feature stories. Illustrations will be
limited unless the story is about a cartoon TV show or movie. Charts, graphs, tables
and maps will be used when appropriate, but will be limited to grayscale with a few
featured colors.
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PROTOTYPE

Colors

Department Colors

ONLINE

ONSTAGE
20/0/100/0

15/100/100/0

45/100/0/55

85/0/25/0
ONSCREEN

IN PRINT

FEATURES
0/0/0/100

0/69/100/4

0/0/100/0

13/10/0/30

Design Elements

Typography

Jest Magazine

Keep Calm Medium

JEST MAGAZINE

Futura Condensed Medium

white, gray
10 pts.

black, white, gray
10 pts.

black, white, gray
7 pts.
black
1 pt.

Jest Magazine

Wisdom Script Medium

Jest Magazine

Garamond Regular

JEST MAGAZINE
Garamond Italic
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PROTOTYPE

PHOTO URLS
Cover

| michaelscottslosar.com/index.php#mi=2&pt=1&pi=10000&s=14&p=4&a=0&at=0

p. 1

| pixelpastahome.blogspot.com/2010_08_22_archive.html

p. 2

| (Key&Peele) comedycentral.com/press/series/key-and-peele.jhtml?gallery=true
(Paula Deen) comedycentral.com/press/series/night-of-too-many-stars.jhtml?gallery=true
(Bo Burnham) comedycentral.com/press/series/standup.jhtml?gallery=true

p. 3

| pop-break.com/2012/10/13/review-seven-psychopaths/

p. 4

| (Louis C.K.) comedycentral.com/press/series/standup.jhtml?gallery=true
(Tig Notaro) oregonlive.com/celebrity-news/index.ssf/2012/10/comic_tig_notaro_tackles_cance.html
(Workaholics) comedycentral.com/press/series/workaholics.jhtml?gallery=true

p. 5

| yellmagazine.com/paranormal-activity-4-2012-review-making-fifth/42792/

p. 6

| (Me) my photo library
(Bo Burnham) michaelscottslosar.com/index.php#mi=2&pt=1&pi=10000&s=12&p=4&a=0&at=0

p. 7

| smor.tv/print-portfolio/redbull-magazine-ad-campaign/

p. 8

| (Matthew Inman) comedycentral.com/press/series/standup.jhtml?gallery=true
(Dan Walsh) oregonlive.com/celebrity-news/index.ssf/2012/10/comic_tig_notaro_tackles_cance.html
(Rob, Dave, Matt, Kris) comedycentral.com/press/series/workaholics.jhtml?gallery=true
(David Malki !) oregonlive.com/celebrity-news/index.ssf/2012/10/comic_tig_notaro_tackles_cance.html

p. 9

| smor.tv/print-portfolio/redbull-magazine-ad-campaign/

p. 10

| (Sedaris Book) 52books.tumblr.com/post/166020318/33-when-you-are-engulfed-in-flames-by-david
(Fey Book) litreactor.com/columns/book-brawl-tina-feys-bossypants-vs-mindy-kalings-is-everyone-hanging-out-without-me-and
(Moore Book) literature-and-libations.blogspot.com/2011/10/lamb-by-christopher-moore.html
(Adams Book) goodreads.com/book/show/11.The_Hitchhiker_s_Guide_to_the_Galaxy
(Colbert Book) reviewsbycole.com/2010/01/i-am-america-and-so-can-you/
(Louis C.K.) themacguffinmen.com/2012/10/04/minisode-louie/
(David Sedaris) ew.com/ew/article/0,,20202932,00.html

p. 11

| (Workaholics) comedycentral.com/press/series/workaholics.jhtml?gallery=true
(Cartman) southpark.wikia.com/wiki/Eric_Cartman
(Kyle) southpark.wikia.com/wiki/Kyle_Broflovski
(Stan) southpark.wikia.com/wiki/Stan_Marsh
(Kenny) southpark.wikia.com/wiki/Kenny_McCormick

p. 12

|fuckyeahtignotaro.tumblr.com/

p. 13

| mrqe.com/movie_reviews/flight-m100100048

p. 14–15

p. 16

|(Tina Fey) celebstyle.com/tag/Tina-Fey
(Katy Perry) comedycentral.com/press/series/night-of-too-many-stars.jhtml?gallery=true
(Louis C.K.) observer.com/2012/10/for-one-er-six-nights-only-louis-ck-stands-up-and-tells-jokes-and-things-before-taking-onsnl/comedy-centrals-night-of-too-many-stars-america-comes-together-for-autism-programs-show/
(Carley Rae Jepsen) directions-music.com/content/karli-rey-dzhespen-shou-night-too-many-stars-v-nyu-yorke
(Amy Poehler) celebstyle.com/tag/Tina-Fey

| (Bacon) goldenglobes.org/2011/01/presenter-kevin-bacon/
(Birbiglia) blogs.oregonstate.edu/muatosu/2010/03/29/mike-birbiglia-moms-weekend-comedy-show/
(Carell) feelingmovies.sk/2011/steve-carell/9762/
(Lewis Black) dailyfreeman.com/articles/2012/09/30/life/doc50674c41032f2491589581.txt
(Clooney) collider.com/george-clooney-paul-greengrass-chris-terrio-movie/214474/
(Cooper) cqa1.wordpress.com/2010/01/27/we-need-a-hero-like-anderson-cooper/
(Fallon) ngalai.tumblr.com/post/24865566740/jimmy-fallon-photo-noam-galai
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PROTOTYPE

p. 17

| (Hannibal Buress) comedycentral.com/press/series/night-of-too-many-stars.jhtml?gallery=true
(Gervais) fansshare.com/gallery/photos/396543/Ricky-Gervais/
(Hanks) newspaper.li/tom-hanks/
(Kimmel) newspaper.li/jimmy-kimmel/
(McHale) adamantiumbullet.com/?p=12564
(Morgan) twitter.com/RealTracyMorgan
(O’Brien) thedailyrash.com/conan-obrien-commercials-cause-sober-man-to-drink-again

p. 18

| (Seth Rogen) octavetv.com/deron-williams-tattoo-challenge-night-of-too-many-stars-2012/
(Offerman) tumblr.com/tagged/nick%20offerman?before=1351068037
(Rock) fanart.tv/artist/172805a7-6f84-4bb3-8b3b-6dc5bc33b103/rock-chris/
(Rudolph) releasedonkey.com/actor/maya-rudolph-id=bm0wNzQ4OTcz/
(Saget) nakyouout.com/2012/04/the-bob-saget-interview/
(Sandler) bloody-disgusting.com/news/25214/adam-sandler-checks-into-hotel-transylvania/
(Seinfeld) swotti.starmedia.com/people/jerry-seinfeld_18220.htm

p. 19

| (Stephen Colbert) marinij.com/ci_21771928/celeb-pix-why-is-stephen-colbert-sparring-bear
(Silverman) the-beautiful-ones.com/sarah-silverman/24366/
(Spade) pinkylovejoy.com/2011/12/daily-dose-of-cute.html
(Stewart) dirtandseeds.com/a-couple-of-more-jon-stewart-moments-thanks-jon/
(Stiller) newspaper.li/ben-stiller/
(Sudeikis) tumblr.com/tagged/jason%20sudeikis?before=1354055079
(White) bloggingblue.com/2012/05/12/president-obama-receives-his-most-important-endorsement-ever/betty-white/
(Williams) fanpop.com/clubs/robin-williams/images/32089821/title/robin-williams-photo

p. 20

p. 21

| (@SteveMartinToGo) twitter.com/SteveMartinToGo
(@ConanOBrien) twitter.com/ConanOBrien
(@robdelaney) twitter.com/robdelaney
(@birbigs) twitter.com/birbigs
(@StephenAtHome) twitter.com/StephenAtHome
(@SarahKSilverman) twitter.com/SarahKSilverman
(@joshgroban) twitter.com/JoshGroban
(@DJRotaryRachel) twitter.com/DJRotaryRachel
(@neilhimself) twitter.com/neilhimself
(@michaelianblack) twitter.com/michaelianblack
(@rustyrockets) twitter.com/rustyrockets
(@diaper_wolf) twitter.com/diaper_wolf
(@jimmykimmel) twitter.com/jimmykimmel
(@rainnwilson) twitter.com/rainnwilson
(@CraigyFerg) twitter.com/CraigyFerg
(@andylassner) twitter.com/andylassner
(@DavidSpade) twitter.com/DavidSpade
(@IamJackyBlack) twitter.com/IamJackyBlack
|bradhallcreative.com/doritos.html

Back Cover

| (Stephen Colbert) comedycentral.com/press/bios/stephencolbert.jhtml?series=41572
(Jon Stewart) comedycentral.com/press/series/thedailyshowwithjonstewart.jhtml
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